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Cap.3.2- Politica di Malege4enl

3:2.5.1 ManagementPolicy

Conti s.n.c.'s mission is to satisfy its customers in full accordance with market rules through tfre setting up of compa-

ny system guidelines and the development of process improvement. ln order to achieve this result, Conti s.n.c. ob-

serves the following general principles:

customer-oriented organization;

achieve a greater consolidation of its services on the market through the continuous improvement of quality;

evaluate with correct methodology the data and information received from customers and suppliers to improve

the service offered;

guarantee customer servi ce and a pp ropri ate technicaiéupport;

involve the staff through he development of an appropriate training plan to achieve the company's quali§

results;

ensure the necessary changes to the quality system in accordance with the evolution of the legislative,

normative and technological situation;

ensure the adequacy and efiectiveness of the Management Syétem through appropriate internal audits;

maintain a high rate of investment (automation, industry 4.0) to face the rapid evolution of the context in which

the company operates;

keep external and intemal factors constantly monitored, in order to catch strengths and weaknesses,

opportunlties and threats, in order to react promptly with appropriate strategic projects;

particular attention to the safety and operating conditions of the production plants

reduction of downtime and improvement of the management of the flow of goods through targeted

invesknents in logistics area

supervise the parties involved, who influence the various aspects of the company;

collaboration at different company levels to promote information flows

maximum transparency in the relationship with customers and suppliers to guarantee a mutual working

partnershiP

evaluate all the risks that arise and that can hinder the achievement of business objectives;

formalize the above-mentioned information in order to make it clear both inside and outside the company;

focus the management of the company's activities according to its processes, in order to guarantee a valid

service to customers;

Conti Snc is committed to avoiding and discouraging the exploitation of child labor and to promoting the

integration and equal righG of all its employees.

The managers of Conti s.n.c. are aware of the statements of the quali§ policy, share its objectives and lend them-

selves to their achievement.
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